HUMANITIES PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

DUE DECEMBER 15, 2016

OPEN TO MAJORS IN THE HUMANITIES PROGRAM

THE HUMANITIES PROGRAM WILL GRANT five awards of $1,000 each, to be used to support study abroad, an internship, writing a thesis, producing a significant art project, or travel to a conference. A scholarship committee consisting of Humanities teaching faculty will evaluate these awards.

In no more than 500 words, describe your project, how it relates to your Humanities major, and what you hope to gain from the project.

Append one letter of recommendation from a UO professor who can speak to the quality of your academic work and in support of your project.

Awards will be announced in January 2017.

Send all application materials (hard copy or electronic) to

Mary Jaeger
Classics Department

maryjaeg@uoregon.edu